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LABOUR NEWSLETTER 10 – 2019 
 

Labour Law:  

1. Jobs Act - changes to the requirements for "collaboration" contracts  

2. Special tax regime for returning workers: answers from the Italian Revenue Service 

3. Joint liability of the client for contributions payable: clarifications from the National 

Labour Inspectorate  

 

Collective Labour Agreements: deadlines, changes and renewals    

  
December 2019:  

1. INDUSTRY EXECUTIVES NATIONAL COLLECTIVE LABOUR AGREEMENT: individual 

pay  

2. MINING NATIONAL COLLECTIVE LABOUR AGREEMENT:  funds for second-level 

agreements  

3. METALWORKING INDUSTRY NATIONAL COLLECTIVE LABOUR AGREEMENT:  

annual individual pay item for monthly instalments 

 

 
January 2020: 

1. INDUSTRY EXECUTIVES NATIONAL COLLECTIVE LABOUR AGREEMENT: minimum 

guaranteed pay amount, supplementary coverage for accidents, Previndai, FASI 

2. MINING NATIONAL COLLECTIVE LABOUR AGREEMENT:  base pay, occupational 

allowance, supplementary pension 
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Labour Law:  
  

1. Jobs Act - changes to the requirements for "collaboration" contracts   

Law no. 128/2019 once again amended the rules governing self-employed work done both on a 
professional basis (VAT number) and on a coordinated, continuous basis.  
 
The new formulation sets out that for both cases the rules governing an employment relationship 
shall apply to such work if it is largely personal and continuous in nature, and the operating means 
are organised by the employing party.  
 
The changes relate to two general and important aspects.  
 
First, the term "exclusively" has been replaced with "largely" in relation to the concept that a specific 
person does the work and the reference to the "time and place of work" has been removed in relation 
to the settings in which the client organises and coordinates the work (so-called "hetero-organisation 
of work"). Consequently, for such forms of work to be classified as employment relationships it is 
merely necessary that the work has to be largely done by that person (and not other subjects) and, 
importantly, that the client's organisation is relevant, regardless of the actual setting for the work as 
there is no longer the reference to the time and place of work.   
 
Secondly, a provision has been added to ensure it is assumed an employment relationship exists 
even when the work is organised through platforms, including digital platforms.  
 
Additionally, various new basic protections (minimum hourly wage, ban on piecework pay, insurance 
cover etc.) have been added for specific categories of self-employed workers (the so-called riders) 
who deliver goods on behalf of third parties in towns and cities using bicycles and motorised vehicles, 
even when digital platforms are involved.    
 
It should be clear, but it is definitely worth highlighting, that these changes increase the cases in 
which working with a self-employed worker constitutes an employment relationship, reducing the 
cases of self-employed work solely to instances in which the person enjoys significant freedom, 
including of organisation in the broad sense.  
 
There are still some areas of uncertainty concerning this reform. Notably, more forms of 
"collaboration" constitute employment relationships, but doubts remain about the concrete 
application of employment relationship rules for coordinated, continuous collaboration agreements 
and for professionals with VAT numbers.  
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2. Special tax regime for returning workers: answers from the Italian Revenue Service 

 
The Italian Revenue Service (Agenzia delle Entrate) has published answers to questions no. 492, 
495 and 497 of 25 November 2019 concerning doubts about the "special regime for workers 
returning from abroad".  
 
In its response to question no. 492, the Revenue Service explicitly clarified that people who returned 
to Italy following a secondment abroad can make use of the benefit - assuming all the requirements 
established by article 16 of Legislative Decree no. 147 of 2015 have been complied with - provided 
certain functional aspects exist such that the return to Italy marks a change to a different position 
from the one previously held. For the Revenue Service, this occurs in the following exemplary cases:  
- the secondment contract has been extended on multiple occasions, such that the person's ties to 
Italy have been weakened and he or she has effectively lived permanently in a foreign land;  
- the employee's return to Italy does not result in him/her holding the same position held before 
leaving Italy;  
- the employee thus takes on a different position in the company to the one originally held due to the 
greater expertise and professional experience gained abroad.  
 
The Revenue Service's answers to questions no. 495 and 497 clarified various changes introduced 
by the Growth Decree (Decreto Crescita) in relation to having one's fiscal domicile outside of Italy. 
More specifically, the new subsection 5-ter of article 16 of Legislative Decree no. 147 of 2015 sets 
out that Italian citizens not enrolled in the register of Italians resident abroad (AIRE) who return to 
Italy starting from a fiscal year commencing after 31 December 2019 can benefit from the tax regime 
provided they were resident in another country pursuant to a convention against double taxation on 
income for the two tax years prior to moving back.  
 
This means it is also possible to prove the foreign residency requirement according to the criteria 
established in the convention on double taxation for those people who move their tax domicile back 
to Italy starting from the 2020 fiscal year. Consequently, the Revenue Service has definitively 
clarified that, where a taxpayer can prove he/she was resident abroad for the 2018 and 2019 tax 
years pursuant to the convention on double taxation - assuming all the other necessary requirements 
are met - then he/she can benefit from the special tax regime from the 2020 fiscal year.   
  

3. Joint liability of the client for contributions payable: clarifications from the National 

Labour Inspectorate  

 
Article 29, subsection 2 of Legislative Decree no. 276/2003 sets out the principle of the joint liability 
of the client in a works or services tender contract for unpaid contributions for or remuneration owed 
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to an employee by the employer/contractor. More specifically, it states that, "in the case of a works 
or services tender contract, the client or employer is jointly responsible with the contractor, as well 
as with any sub-contractors, for a period of up to two years following the termination of the tender 
contract, for paying the workers the remuneration, including any severance indemnities, social 
security contributions and insurance premiums due in relation to the period of the tender contract."  
  
Partly in the light of two rulings by the court of cassation, the National Labour Inspectorate 
(Ispettorato Nazionale del Lavoro) clarified that the deadline of two years refers exclusively to the 
worker taking action against the jointly liable party for unpaid remuneration. Thus, it does not refer 
to action taken by social security entities to obtain the required contributions, for which the statute of 
limitations is the classic period of 5 or 10 years.  

 

 

Collective Labour Agreements: deadlines, changes and renewals    

 

December 2019 

 

1. Industry Executives National Collective Labour Agreement: individual pay  

On 31 December 2019, employers must compare individual pay with the minimum guaranteed pay 

of:  

 

1) €66,000.00 gross annually, for executives hired or appointed since 1 January 2015 and for all 

executives who, at 1 January 2015, had accrued twelve months or less of service seniority in the 

role and in the company.  

 

2) For executives who had accrued in the company, with the title of executive, seniority of more than 

twelve months as at 1 January 2015, the minimum guaranteed pay, as from 2015, is calculated by 

increasing the minimum guaranteed pay of €63,000.00 by 1/72 of €17,000.00 (rounded off to 

€236.00) for every month of service seniority in the company with the title of executive accrued by 

the aforesaid date of 1 January 2015.  

 

Thus, as a result of this rule, the minimum guaranteed pay calculated accordingly cannot, from 2015, 

exceed €80,000.00 for executives with at least 6 years of seniority at 1 January 2015. If the former 

should be less than the latter, the employer must make a lump sum payment to cover the difference 

to reach the amount for minimum guaranteed pay. The comparison must be done using the 
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traditional "fixed" pay items, the extra allowance over minimum pay (the so-called superminimo) and 

all monthly pay items, including payments in kind, whether paid regularly or not, as per the amounts 

indicated on the payslip.   

 

2. MINING NATIONAL COLLECTIVE LABOUR AGREEMENT:  funds for second-level 

agreements 

Companies without second-level agreements must pay, in the monthly amount for December,  

€200.00 gross in addition to normal monthly pay.  

 

3. METALWORKING INDUSTRY NATIONAL COLLECTIVE LABOUR AGREEMENT:  

annual individual pay item for monthly instalments 

Those workers who were employed on 31 December 2008 and were subject to the Special Rules in 

Part One of the Collective Labour Agreement (i.e. workers paid by the hour) must be paid, with their 

December pay, an annual amount equal to 11 hours and 10 minutes as a non-absorbable annual 

individual pay item for monthly instalments, as per the National Collective Labour Contract of 20 

January 2008.  

 

January 2020 

 

1. INDUSTRY EXECUTIVES NATIONAL COLLECTIVE LABOUR AGREEMENT: minimum 

guaranteed pay amount, supplementary coverage for accidents, Previndai, FASI. 

 

a) Minimum guaranteed pay amount 

As of 2020, the "minimum guaranteed pay amount" is set at €69,000.00.  

For executives already in their position on 1 January 2015, the minimum guaranteed pay amount 

from the previous collective agreement shall still apply, if it is more favourable.  

b) Supplementary coverage for accidents  

From 1 January 2020, the coverage limit for the mandatory insurance coverage payable by the 

company for executives for events, other than an occupational disease or accident, resulting in the 

death or permanent invalidity of the insured person, has increased to €200,000.00. The coverage 

limit has also increased to €300,000.00 if the executive's household includes one or more dependent 
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child(ren) and/or a spouse.  Finally, from 1 January, the amount payable by the executive to cover 

the cost of the related premium will be €200.00.  

c) Previndai - Supplementary Pension 

From 1 January 2020, the annual limit has been increased to €180,000 from the current €150,000.  

Moreover, without changing the overall contribution rate of 8% (4% payable by the company and 4% 

by the executive), the company can, following an agreement with the executive, pay an increased 

portion, up to 7%, with the executive paying a minimum of 1%.  

d) FASI - Supplementary Healthcare  

From 1 January 2020, the joint contribution payable by the employer has increased as follows:  

- €1,460,00 annually (payable for every executive working for a company that solely adopts 

FASI for its active executives);  

- €1,700.00 annually (payable for every executive working for a company that uses alternative 

funds or forms of protection to FASI for its active executives).  

 

 

2. MINING NATIONAL COLLECTIVE LABOUR AGREEMENT  

 

a) Base pay  

From 1 January 2020, the average increase in the minimum contractual pay for Level 5 is €40.00 

gross. This increase is absorbed, up to the indicated amount, by any other amounts granted for any 

reason by the company with an express provision on absorption.  

 

b) Occupational allowance 

From 1 January 2020, the middle managerial allowance increases from €56.81 to €70.00 gross 

monthly.  

 

c) Supplementary pension 

From 1 January 2020, the contribution payable by the company to the Fonchim supplementary 

pension fund increases from 1.80% to 2% of annual pay included in the severance indemnity 

calculation.   

 


